CITIZENCITY
“Co-creating inclusive cities in Europe”

Make citizen participation a real part of smart cities.

WHAT?
Co-create a purposeful utility for city authorities to filter and implement existing citizen engagement tools – CitizenCity Social Engagement Toolkit (SET).

WHY?
City authorities need a practical usable approach that allows them to apply existing tools and resources for engaging society in co-creating cities. Key stakeholders and industries need to be involved in co-creating scalable and sustainable solutions. EC funded programs need citizen-centric design approach to ensure take-up and relevance. Social KPI and measures are required for EU urban programs to have positive impact on society.

WHO?
• Partner initiatives (EuroCities, SharingCities, ENoLL, Waag Society, Digital Placemaking Institute)
• Industry, universities
• Cities and communities, Local administrations and authorities

HOW?
• Series of pan-European design workshops to co-create the CitizenCity Social Engagement Toolkit - engaging cities, local authorities, stakeholders and advisors. The toolkit will move from concept into working beta solution to be directly tested in cities.
• Webinars to promote understanding of inclusive citizenry and broader opportunities for engaging citizens in the co-creation of cities.

ROADMAP
SET pre-workshop presentation (February to May 2017) and cycles of design workshops - city lab testing (June 2017 to March 2018)

ENGAGE
with more than 20 cities with various tools and supported by team and community.
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